SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Parameter estimation of the stochastic regression models of candidate GENs via system identification method and system order detection
To identify the parameters in equations (1), (2) , (4), (5) in the main article, these equations can be rewritten in the following regression forms: l n y n M n y n M n l n r n M n l n r n M n M n n
which can be simply represented as follows, respectively:
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where
, and ϕ q,L [n] denote the regression vector for sample n, comprising protein/gene/miRNA/ lncRNA expression data and DNA methylation profiles. θ j,P , θ i,G , θ p,M , and θ q,L are the parameter vectors associated with the protein interactions and gene/miRNA/lncRNA regulations, respectively, containing protein interaction abilities, transcriptional regulatory abilities, post-transcriptional regulatory abilities, and basal levels.
Besides, for all N samples, the regression forms in (10), (11), (12), (13) at different samples can be augmented as follows, respectively:
which can be also simply represented as follows, respectively:
Hence we can use the constrained least square estimation to estimate the parameter vectors θ j ,P, θ i ,G, θ p ,M, θ q ,L, containing protein interaction abilities, transcriptional regulatory abilities, post-transcriptional regulatory abilities, and basal levels by the corresponding NGS data and DNA methylation profiles. The constrained least square estimation problem of parameter vectors θ j,P , (20), (21) can be solved by the following form, respectively:
The inequality constraints in the above constrained least square parameter estimation problem can ensure that the posttranscriptional regulatory abilities of miRNA on genes/miRNAs/lncRNAs are always non-positive. Therefore, we could solve the constrained least square parameter estimation problem to obtain protein interactive parameters, i.e., θ j,P and gene/miRNA/lncRNA regulatory parameters, i.e., θ
, and θ q,L through the system identification method in MATLAB optimization toolbox based on a reflective Newton method for minimizing a quadratic function [1] .
Due to large-scale measurement of expressed cellular proteins has not been realized yet and mRNA abundance can explain 73% of the variance in protein abundance [2] , it allows us to use NGS of gene expressions to substitute protein expressions. Thus we can use the gene, miRNA, and lncRNA expression data and DNA methylation profiles of each stage (normal stage, early stage, middle stage, and advanced stage) in LADC and LSCC, which are obtained from the Cancer Brower website (https://genome-cancer. Since the candidate interactions and regulations were constructed by big data mining from numerous databases and experimental datasets which may contain some plausible information, it is possible that many false positives protein interactive abilities, transcriptional regulatory abilities, and post-transcriptional regulatory abilities are included. To eliminate false positives protein interactive abilities, transcriptional regulatory abilities, and post-transcriptional regulatory abilities, we applied system order detection scheme to prune out these insignificant abilities out of system order as false positives to obtain real GENs.
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a system order detection method based on the identification method in solving (22), (23), (24) and (25) for detecting the real system order. The AICs of j-th protein of PPIN, i-th gene of GRN, p-th miRNA of GRN, and q-th lncRNA of GRN are shown in the following form, respectively:
where Δ j,P denotes the number of parameters of protein j, i.e., Δ j,P = J j +1 in the estimation problem of protein interactive model of the PPIN in equation (1) 
, and AIC (J q ,P q ) in (26), (27), (28),
and (29) respectively to obtain the true system order of GEN. In other words, the minimum Figures 1 and 2 ).
Extracting core GENs from the real GENs by using the PNP method
However, these real GENs remain large and complex. It is difficult to reveal the significant information to get an insight to the genetic and epigenetic mechanisms of progression in LADC and LSCC to allow us to compare and investigate progression mechanisms between LADC and LSCC. Hence, we used PNP method to extract the core GENs from the real GENs in different lung conditions (i.e. normal stage, early stage, middle stage, advanced stage of LADC and LSCC). The system models, describing the PPIs, gene regulations, miRNA regulations, and lncRNA regulations, and epigenetic regulations by DNA methylation of real GENs, can be shown by the followings:
where ˆi q τ is the estimated transcriptional regulatory abilities of lncRNAs on gene, and ˆi
denotes the matrix associated with interactive abilities of proteins; The sub-network structure matrix
represent the matrices associated with transcriptional regulatory abilities of TFs on genes, lncRNAs, and miRNAs, respectively; The sub-network structure matrix H mg =ˆˆ1
indicate the matrices associated with post-transcriptional regulatory abilities of miRNAs on genes, lncRNAs, and miRNAs, respectively; The sub-network structure matrix H lg = 11 1 1
is the matrix associated with transcriptional regulatoryt abilities of lncRNAs on genes. In the real GENs, if an interaction between any two proteins or a regulation between any two elements of TFs, genes, miRNAs, and lncRNA is disconnected, its corresponding ability will be set to zero. Based on singular value decomposition (SVD), the network structure projection method, PNP, can be described as follows:
where ( ) ( ) 
Hence we can obtain the projection values of all node, including proteins, genes, miRNAs, and lncRNAs in real GENs. If the projection value D L (k) or D R (t) is close to zero, it means that the corresponding node is almost independent to the top M left-singular vectors or top M right-singular vectors. In other words, if a node of the real GEN has a higher projection value, it is more important for the principal network structure of GEN. Since the aim of this study is to compare progression genetic and epigenetic mechanisms between LADC and LSCC, we can identify the core proteins and TFs with top projection values, and then with these core proteins and TFs to connect with their miRNAs/lncRNAs to form the core GENs for further carcinogenesis investigation.
